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Jake,
I’ve completed two batches of this review, and I’d guess it’s about 99% NR. I’m going to send you a search with 4
docs that are coded Responsive and Warm. This will give you an idea of what’s close and what maybe we can
produce if we expand the request.
I’ve seen no emails between the Mayor/his office, City Departments, and a third party discussing reasons for
charging for the event. Now, either this doesn’t exist or it precedes the requestor’s time frame. From the docs I’ve
reviewed, it appears that the City was informed of the rally on or about 9/26. Also, from what I have reviewed it
looks like the financial part was in Mark Ruff wheelhouse. Perhaps we expand the time frame and look more
closely at emails from/to him? Alternatively, we could expand what is responsive to include communication
between City Departments concerning costs for the rally. In effect, this is what I did for the few Responsive and
Warm docs. I would think expanding what is Responsive would/should include the original request. Like other
requests, I fear not producing any docs will lead to a larger request. I also am not sure how well drafted this
request is b/c of the use of “and” between the various components when I think “or” or “and/or” is what is meant.
Let me know how you would like me to proceed.
For highlighting I would add the following:
Trump
Trump Campaign
Cost
Payment
Until I hear back on this request, I’m moving onto the next one on the list.
Thanks,
Jack

Jack Rupert Jr., Esq.
Data Practices – Program Assistant
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